POLY STYL

POLY STYL
Decorated solidity
Leading tray specially designed
for institutions requiring
heavy usage from their trays.
Extremely strong, attractive tray.
Available in many
sizes and decoration.
The Poly-Str Platex is so strong it is
guaranteed unbreakable for 10 years.
Heavy use
Tray mainly used in schools, hospitals,
military bases, corporate dining rooms
and commercial foodservices.
References available by request.
Tray decorated using a procedure giving
exceptional colors that are 100% fast.
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w High density polyester fiberglass tray with continuous braiding.
Reinforced and coloured within the material. Withstands 150°C.
w Guaranteed unbreakable 10 years.
w Self-service tray NF label (Afnor T54-801).
w ISO 178 (bending resistance), ISO 179 (resistance to impacts).
w Decoration guaranteed to 100% fast.
w Unbreakable reinforced rim.
w Suitable for food contact.
w Exclusive system of “3 in 1” drying lugs, the reinforcements in the corners also serve
as stacking guides and drying lugs.
w Perfectly flat, dirt-resistant base.
w Guaranteed dishwasher-safe.

Very resistant decorated polyester tray
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CSLO

SMLG

CSLG

CSCB

CSCG

BAFB

BAST

CSAB

CSCV

BAIVR

BAIGO

BAIMN

BAISL

BALR

BALE

CMLR

CMLE

Personalized
from 100 items

siZes

standard
32.50 x 26.50
53.00 x 32.50
53.00 x 37.00
53.00 x 32.50
53.00 x 37.00
trapezoidal
45.50 x 31.50
50.00 x 35.00

1/2 GN
1/1 GN
Euro
1/1 Gastro DIN
Euronorm DIN

100% flat bottom
to avoid scratching
between stacked trays

“3 in 1” drying lugs and reinforcements
No extra thickness that may damage trays
when stacked

Ballotini at the
surface

Drying lugs
Corners reinforced all the way through
Rim reinforced all the way through

Drying lug
Corners reinforced
all the way through

Poly-Str reinforced with long
glass fibers

large gap between the trays:
the only way to ensure quick drying
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rectangular
41.50 x 30.50
46.00 x 36.00 Standard
46.00 x 36.00 Ocean
48.00 x 37.00
51.40 x 38.10
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